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Konwerski’s departure marks end of era in student affairs
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For nearly a decade,
Peter Konwerski was a
near-ubiquitous presence
on campus.
From responding to
late-night Twitter gripes
about plumbing in residence halls to showing up
to student group events
and holding meetings
about everything from
student health to Greek
life, Konwerski, the vice
provost and dean of student affairs, was one of
the most well-known administrators in Rice Hall.
The
announcement
Tuesday that Konwerski
will be leaving his role
at the end of the month
and likely GW at the end
of the spring semester
drew mixed reactions
from students. Konwerski said while he has
been “inspired” by University President Thomas
LeBlanc’s focus on the
student experience, he
decided the transition to
a new president was the
right time for him to make
a change.

“I’ve made my mark at
GW,” he said in an interview Friday. “I think I’ve
done some really good
things here and I’m proud
of the work that my team
and I have done and I
thought it was an opportunity to sort of look at
some new things.”
Konwerski, who celebrated his 25th anniversary working in student life
at GW in September, said
he had been considering
stepping down for the last
several weeks. He said he
would explore other opportunities in higher education or nonprofit work
but does not have another
position lined up.
He is being retained
as a special adviser on
the student experience
to LeBlanc and Provost
Forrest Maltzman for the
spring semester.
Experts said it’s not
unusual for top administrators to leave when a
new president arrives on
campus and Konwerski’s
resignation would give
LeBlanc the opportunity
to find his own student
affairs leader – at a time
when improving student
satisfaction is one of his

highest priorities.
Maltzman said officials will create a committee early next semester to
begin the search for Konwerski’s replacement.
Robert Chernak, the
University’s former senior vice president for
student and academic
support services, said
Konwerski was an “institution” at GW, but after a quarter-century he
might have decided that
he didn’t want to adapt to
another president and a
new philosophy.
“I give him credit for
realizing that maybe he’s
done everything he could
do in the job that he’s in
currently,” he said. “You
do reach a point professionally where you know
you’ve given all of the
ideas you would have had
over all of those years.”

Building a community

Konwerski
was
a
GW staple, a three-time
alumnus that has lived or
worked on campus since
living as a freshman in
Thurston Hall three decades ago. He went on to
work in various student
life roles at the University
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The announcement Tuesday that Peter Konwerski, the vice provost and dean of student affairs, would
be leaving his role drew mixed reactions from students.

before being named to the
top student affairs position in 2012.
Konwerski said he and
his team at the Division
of Student Affairs have
been able to improve the
campus community by increasing community spaces and taking advantage
of the ever-growing number of campus student organizations.
During
Konwerski’s
tenure,
officials
have
opened student spaces in
new residence halls like
District House, which
opened in 2016, and the
new “living room” area
set to open on the first
floor of the Marvin Center
next month.
Konwerski spearheaded the effort to revamp the
Center for Career Services, helping to double the

funding for the center to
hire more career coaches.
The effort launched new
programs and has led to
a 50 percent increase in
student use of the center
since 2013.
After a student push,
Konwerski oversaw the
plan to create the Colonial Health Center, which
opened in the Marvin
Center in 2015, merging mental and physical health services in one
unit.
He also helped start
the CARE network in
2012, giving students the
opportunity to anonymously
report
peers
struggling with mental
health issues.
“It’s kind of hard to
imagine GW without Peter K.,” Tim Rabolt, who
co-founded the student

organization
Students
for Recovery in 2011 and
worked as a graduate fellow in the DSA, said. “He
pops up everywhere and
he’s involved with everything.”
Among students, he
became famous for using his @GWPeterK Twitter account to respond to
student complaints, highlight student achievements and relentlessly
promote
“#OnlyatGW”
events.

Facing controversy

Konwerski and DSA
also faced budget cuts
during his tenure and an
at times tense relationship
with students.

See RESIGNATION Page 2

SA Senate passes fewer
bills, favoring large projects
CAYLA HARRIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Student Association Senate has seen a sharp
decline in the number of
bills and resolutions passed
this semester.
The senate has passed
four bills and resolutions
so far this academic year –
eight fewer than last fall and
23 fewer than the year before. SA leaders attributed
the drop to a shift in focus to
ﬁlling vacancies and completing behind-the-scenes,
long-term advocacy projects
that will have more impact
than resolutions.
At the senate’s last
meeting of the semester
Monday, senators will debate one ﬁnal bill reforming
election procedures, potentially bringing the total legislation to ﬁve.
In past years, senators
frequently proposed multiple bills and resolutions
in each bimonthly meeting,
but this semester four of
the senate’s seven meetings
transpired without any legislation being proposed.
SA Executive Vice President Sydney Nelson, who
presides over the senate,
said SA leadership made
clear to senators early on
in the year that they didn’t
want to see legislation that

“was empty and didn’t accomplish anything.”
“Senators aren’t just
passing things to get a byline, but it’s really about
authentically
improving
the student experience,” she
said.
This year, the senate
passed two resolutions – a
call for the University to
review its Title IX procedures and another criticizing spending on University
President Thomas LeBlanc’s
$500,000 inauguration last
month. The senate also
passed two bills, the ﬁrst of
which changed the structure of a senate committee
and the second of which
established a committee to
review the Joint Elections
Committee charter and
reform SA election procedures.
She said senators have
spent much of the ﬁrst semester ﬁlling vacant positions – interviewing and
approving candidates – a
time-consuming
process
that resulted in the ﬁrst full
senate in recent history.
“Having
representatives from every single community means there’s going
to be advocacy projects in
every single aspect of this
University,” she said.
Nelson declined to say
which speciﬁc projects senators are working on because

she doesn’t “want to out
any senator in their project.”
“A lot of times you’re
doing
behind-the-scenes
work, but you don’t want to
jeopardize any relationships
or any of the work,” Nelson
said.
In senate committee
meeting minutes, senators
described projects like increasing credit hours for
organic chemistry labs from
one to two, releasing ﬁnal
exam dates before the start
of the school year and lowering the cost of laundry.
Few of the projects have yet
to come to fruition, but one
senator successfully organized a freshman representative forum, which gathered 21 ﬁrst-year leaders
from student organizations
last month.
Nelson said there has
also been a focus on passing
more meaningful legislation
and shifting time and eﬀort
to work on advocacy projects outside of the senate
ﬂoor. She said legislation often complements advocacy
work, which can include
partnerships with student
organizations or oﬃcials to
implement change.
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the SA Senate has
passed fewer bills
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In past years, senators frequently proposed bills and resolutions in each bimonthly meeting, but this
semester four of the senate’s seven meetings transpired without any legislation being proposed.
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Student frustrations about renovations to the main Corcoran School of the Arts and Design
building boiled over last week.

Frustrations mount over
pests, dust in Corcoran
LIZ KONNEKER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Student
frustrations
about renovations to the
main Corcoran School of the
Arts and Design building
boiled over last week when
students publicly demanded
greater transparency about
how oﬃcials are addressing
complaints during the overhaul of the building.
About 30 Corcoran students and faculty attended
a tense town hall Thursday
with senior administrators,
where some attendees lambasted the University for
what they called an inadequate response to health
concerns about noise, dust
and pests during the ongoing renovation of the Flagg
Building this semester.
As part of the University’s deal to absorb the Corcoran College of Art + Design
in 2014, oﬃcials committed
about $80 million to renovate the Flagg Building on
17th Street. The ﬁrst phase of
the renovations began in the
summer of 2016 to overhaul
the mechanical infrastructure and update the second
ﬂoor gallery, and the work
has continued this semester as classes are held in the
building.

At Thursday’s community meeting, Dean of the
Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences Ben Vinson, Director of the Corcoran Sanjit
Sethi and Senior Associate
Vice President for Safety
and Security Darrell Darnell
were among the administrators in attendance to hear
student concerns about the
building’s safety and discuss
how they would address
them going forward.
During the forum, students and faculty demanded
to know why many people
working or taking classes in
the building this semester
were experiencing respiratory problems – including
asthma attacks – while the
work was ongoing.
Helen Jackson, a senior
in Corcoran, said at the meeting that the construction and
health concerns were ruining what should be a positive undergraduate experience for students.
“The only positive spin
that I can put on this is that
you’ve got a body of students who are ﬁghters, who
are resilient, who are adaptable and who have learned
an important life lesson far
too early, which is trust no
one,” she said. “Dean Vinson, GW should be hanging
their heads in shame and

embarrassment.”
Oﬃcials did not respond
to her comments at the meeting and instead moved on to
the next student.
Darnell said the construction company is following federal regulations and
all other appropriate regulatory guidelines. He added
that in monthly testing for
eight diﬀerent potentially
harmful chemicals, none
were dedicated at levels that
could aﬀect the health and
safety of those in the building.
Oﬃcials said in October
that they hired an environmental testing ﬁrm to test
the air in the building and
Whiting-Turner, the company overseeing construction,
installed 12 air scrubbers to
mitigate the amount of dust
in the air.
“We took over a building that had been neglected
for years and we’re trying to
ﬁx that, but we can’t do that
at one time. We have to do
that in phases,” Darnell said.
“What I’m trying to do is
make you as comfortable as
we possibly can.”
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CRIME LOG
DRUG LAW VIOLATION/ LIQUOR LAW
VIOLATION

Thurston Hall
11/12/2017 – 10:20 p.m.
Case closed
A University Police Department officer on
patrol observed a student in possession
of drug paraphernalia. GW Housing
conducted an administrative search of the
student’s room, which yielded drugs, drug
paraphernalia and alcohol.
Referred to DSA

THEFT II/FROM BUILDING, CREDIT
CARD FRAUD
Ross Hall
Multiple – Multiple
Case closed
A female staff member reported to UPD
that her credit card was taken from her
purse. The card was used fraudulently
13 times – totaling more than $100 in
purchases – at various D.C. locations.
No suspects or witnesses.

First Daughter Ivanka Trump speaks to ger son, Theodore Kushner, at the National Christmas Tree Lighting Thursday night.

VISUALIZED
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A few key prices to know

THEFT I/FROM BUILDING,
DESTROYING/DEFACING
STRUCTURES

Corcoran Flagg Building
Unknown – Unknown
Case closed
A female staff member reported to UPD
that an expensive doorknob was removed
from the front door of the Corcoran School
of the Arts and Design’s Flagg Building. It
is now missing.
No suspects or witnesses.
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-$1

510 21st St. NW
11/15/2017 – Multiple
Case closed
A male student reported to UPD that he
was a victim of harassment and blackmail
multiple times in one day from the same
individual. The Metropolitan Police
Department responded to the scene and
took a report.
Referred to MPD
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Resignation tops off semester of student affairs departures
From Page 1
Former
University
President Steven Knapp
announced a far-reaching
round of budget cuts in
2015, requiring administrative units to slash
budgets each year for five
years. The cuts forced
the DSA to merge units,
giving
administrators
oversight roles in several
different offices simultaneously.
“There’s no denying
there are impacts,” he
said of the budget cuts.
“Whenever we make a
change or we shift something, we want it to have
the least impact on the
student.”
Konwerski was put at
the center of a campuswide firestorm about the
University’s response to
sexual assault last spring
when alumna and survivor Aniqa Raihan accused

him and other officials of
mishandling her sexual
assault case in a petition
that has garnered more
than 2,400 supporters.
At a rally in April organized by Students Against
Sexual Assault, survivors
chanted, “Peter K., you’re
no good, support survivors like you should.”
Protesters also called for
Konwerski’s resignation.
“Dean
Konwerski’s
resignation is a step in the
right direction, but it is
not enough,” Raihan said
in an email. “I will not be
satisfied and survivors
will not be treated with
the respect they deserve
unless he is replaced by
someone who is dedicated to justice and equity
over GW’s reputation.”
He denied that his resignation was at all related
to the controversy over
Raihan’s case.
Konwerski said every
dean of students across

the country is dealing
with pushback from issues like sexual assault

“

making unclear who will
step in to fill the open
seats in an office plagued

I give him credit for realizing
that maybe he’s done
everything he could do in the
job that he’s in currently. You
do reach a point professionally
where you know you’ve given
all the ideas you would have
had over all of those years.
ROBERT CHERNAK

FORMER SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
STUDENT AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES

response. The controversy
showed that students are
engaged in “really important issues,” he said.

Looking for a change

Konwerski’s resignation is the fourth such
move by a top leader in
the DSA this semester,

by turnover.
The former director of
the Colonial Health Center resigned unexpectedly in September and
the former director of the
Office of Student Rights
and Responsibilities departed from the office last
month for active-duty

military service. The associate director of the Office
of Military and Veteran
Student Services also left
her post last month. No
replacements have been
announced yet for these
roles.
Experts said the high
turnover could leave the
office with an opportunity
to better the student experience.
The Board of Trustees
launched a student experience task force in August,
an effort that has heavily
involved Konwerski.
Paul Marthers, the vice
provost for enrollment
management at Emory
University, said under a
new administration, many
departures can sometimes
“signal to people that new
leadership might want to
build a new team.”
But he said it is unusual for so many DSA officials to step down in the
middle of the school year.

“It would seem like
that kind of turnover in
student affairs in particular could be destabilizing,” Marthers said.
Larry Lunsford, the
vice president for student
affairs at Florida International University, said
high turnover allows University officials to take a
step back to “regroup,
reorganize.” He said departures can be a negative if they are the result
of low motivation or salaries, but that moving on
to new opportunities is
normal.
“The high turnover is
a pro to give them an opportunity to take a look at
where they are and where
they need to go – you
know, what’s the vision?”
he said.
Justine Coleman, Annie
Dobler, Kylie Fronczak, Kelly Hooper, Kate McCarthy
and Lizzie Mintz contributed reporting.
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Associate director’s departure latest concern for student vets
MEREDITH ROATEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The departure of a top
veterans affairs official will
leave the University’s veterans office with just three
full-time employees – none of
whom are veterans.
Victoria Pridemore, the
associate director of military
and veterans student services,
stepped down from her post
last month, a departure the
University did not initially announce publicly. Veteran student leaders said her departure
is concerning because it appears as if a dedicated leader
and advocate was displeased
with the direction of the office.
Pridemore will remain
on campus to complete her
master’s degree in business
administration in the business school. The search for
the next associate director has
not been launched yet, officials said.
Veteran student leaders said this is the first time
in six years that there are no
veterans working as full-time
staff in the veterans affairs office because student veterans
should have other veterans
to talk to. Pridemore served
in the Army National Guard
and was off campus for a
year after being called up for
active-duty service in October 2016.
Veterans said the office is
now smaller than it has been
at any point since the Veterans Accelerate Learning Opportunities and Rewards program, the University’s central
academic and career veterans
program, was launched in
2013.
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Victoria Pridemore, the associate director of military and veterans student services, stepped down
from her post last month, a departure the University did not initially announce publicly.

Tyler McManus, the former president of the GW
Veterans, a student-run advocacy group for veterans, said
Pridemore’s departure was
another indication that the
Division of Student Affairs
doesn’t have a clear plan for
the future of the office since
Stephanie Erwin’s departure
this summer.
In September, McManus
and other veteran leaders
were alarmed by a number
of departures in the office
and a lack of vision for future
programming. Officials announced they would conduct
a review of the office this semester to develop a strategic
plan.
“It feels almost as if everything we do is being pushed to
the side or on the back burner
in order to do something new
and DSA doesn’t really know

what that is,” he said.
But McManus said the
review seems mostly to be
surface level so far and their
objectives don’t seem to be
substantial.
McManus said Danielle
Lico, the associate dean of
students for student administrative services, was present
at the first meeting of the review but no top administrators have been present at any
other meetings.
“If they were truly serious about it Danielle would
be in there or Peter, [dean of
student affairs and vice provost], would be in there at every meeting, not just one, to
show they are sincere in their
actions and not just trying to
appease the larger audience,
which is what it seems like
they’re doing,” he said.
Lico, said officials will

post a job opening for a new
associate director as soon as
the required human resources processes are completed.
A search committee will include student veterans as
well as other “stakeholders,”
she said.
She declined to say when
the search committee would
form.
“During this time, I remain confident that the three
full-time staff members,
graduate student and a team
of Department of Veterans
Affairs work study students
will continue to provide excellent service to our veteran
and military affiliated population,” Lico said in an email.
Andy Sonn, the director
of the Military and Veteran
Student Services office, will
spend about 10 hours a week
in the Military Community

Center, the townhouse for
student veterans on F Street,
to get feedback and to be
available for meetings, Lico
said.
She said the office review
is ongoing and will finish at
the end of the semester. Shortterm items to improve the office’s work will begin to be
implemented next spring and
be shared with experts in the
field of military education for
feedback, she said.
“The departmental review committee has members
from the GW student veteran
community, faculty, and key
offices who work closely with
student veterans,” she said.
Yannick Baptiste, the
alumni relations director for
the GW Veterans, said the
office seems to have shrunk
to the size of the office when
the veteran population was
smaller and major benefits
programs like the Yellow Ribbon program had recently
started at GW back in 2013.
There are more than 1,800
veterans at GW currently, according to the GW Veterans
website. In 2013, there were
more than 500 veterans at the
University, which was a 300
percent increase from 2009.
“You can see that this particular office has seen a pretty
large devaluation in the last
few years,” he said.
Baptiste said GW should
make sure that Pridemore’s
replacement is a veteran because students will need to
turn to someone who understands the experiences they
had.
He said veterans having
problems outside their academics feel more comfortable
talking to another veteran.
Veterans turned to Pridemore

or another veteran in the office when they were having
trouble in college, he said.
“Because of the way they
were veterans themselves
and they understood the issues – they didn’t go to their
professors, they didn’t go to
health center,” he said.
Tommy Elms, a former
vice president of the GW Veterans, said he and many veterans on campus were surprised to see Pridemore leave
the office but he said it was
understandable to move on.
He said the current partnerships VALOR has with
outside veterans groups
could potentially suffer because Pridemore was so well
connected but the person in
her place will be able to use
her framework for events.
At the end of November,
the Military Times ranked
GW No. 98 in a list of best
four-year universities for
veterans. GW’s standing has
plummeted 65 spots since the
former Associate Provost for
Military and Veteran Affairs
Mel Williams left his position
in early 2016 and the position
wasn’t refilled.
Elms said the ranking of
GW as a school for veterans
isn’t reflective of how good
the University’s program is
for veterans because of how
much money is taken into account for the rankings. But he
said if the program continues
to drop in ranking, it won’t be
good for the program.
“When you’re a 21-yearold kid who is on deployment and you want to get out
and go to college, you search
best colleges for veterans,” he
said.
Annie Dobler and Sarah
Roach contributed reporting.

CHC to adopt electronic records
system after student criticism
LIZ KONNEKER &
MEREDITH ROATEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS

The student health center will move to an electronic record-keeping system
next summer, following
student criticism of the existing paper system and a
lack of communication between health clinicians at
the center.
Student health officials
said the Colonial Health
Center maintains paper
copies of student medical
records for physical ailments and psychiatric issues, but the former leader
of the center said medical
staff don’t always check
paper records from other
units in the center before
prescribing
medications.
Health experts said this is a
potentially unsafe practice
because mixing some medications can have dangerous
health affects.
Paper records are maintained for both physical
health services and the psychiatry department, while
records for students who
see a mental health counselor are kept electronically. The records are not
typically shared among the
different units of the center,
Glenn Egelman, the former
associate dean of the CHC,
said.
“Within the Colonial
Health Center, it is not routine for a physical health
care provider to stop what
they’re doing, access the
separately maintained psychiatric records, review
those records prior to prescribing a medication for a
student,” he said.
Egelman said the implementation of an electronic
records system was a project he’d begun working on
this semester and aimed to
accomplish by the end of
the academic year, saying
it would “ensure consistent and safe health care for
our students.” The former
director unexpectedly resigned from his post in September after just six months
in the role.
By not keeping all CHC
health records electronically, Egelman said the center
was at risk of not sharing
information between health
providers, which could
lead to adverse reactions if
a student was prescribed
two medications that clash
when taken together.
“Without that, there is
no good mechanism to ensure quality of care meeting national standards,” he
said.

Officials merged physical and mental health services together when the
CHC moved into the Marvin Center in 2015 in an effort to centralize health care
for students.
University spokeswoman Lindsay Hamilton said
the CHC plans to move to
an electronic records system
by next summer “as part of
the work to better integrate
systems and serve the student population.”
“The University is always working to ensure
care is coordinated and
comprehensive,” she said in
an email.
She said only medical
health professionals in the
CHC can prescribe medication, including psychiatrists
but not mental health clinicians. Students typically
visit mental health clinicians at the CHC for shortterm therapy sessions.
Psychiatrists have access to medical records
when prescribing medicine. Medical staff can also
review psychiatric records
and ask students what
other medications they are
taking, including over-thecounter medications, before
filling out prescriptions, she
said.
Stephanie Gill, a member of Care for GW, an unofficial student organization that lobbies for lower
health insurance costs, said
maintaining paper records
is both unfriendly to the
environment and unsafe for
students. Gill will be an inaugural member of the Student Association’s student
health advisory council,
which has yet to be officially launched, but will work
to support the move to an
electronic records system,
she said.
When records aren’t
easily shared between different CHC units – which
would be easier to accomplish if records were kept
electronically – doctors may
not realize links between
physical and mental health
issues, Gill said.
“Maybe a student’s broken arms or whatnot are tied
to underlying mental health
issues, and similarly, maybe
a student’s mental health
issues are tied to a medical
condition that they’ve been
diagnosed with, and so not
knowing that information
can put a student’s life at
risk,” she said.
Under D.C. law, it is illegal to disclose mental
health information from
a patient. But if a student
sees a psychiatrist, records
and medications from that

meeting can be disclosed
to a physical healthcare
provider if the provider is
in the same organization as
the psychiatrist.
Noah Wexler, a junior
and member of Care for
GW, said the CHC was in
“disarray” from departures of top officials at the
center and the inability to
store electronic records
was an example of how
the health center was failing to function efficiently.
Wexler added that having a culture where two
health services share the
same space but don’t communicate with one another
could have dangerous consequences for students.
“In theory somebody
could be prescribed a
medication for some sort
of mental ailment and then
a medication for some sort
of physical ailment and
those two things could
have really adverse side
effects,” he said. “We hear
about that happening in
horror stories.”
Experts said storing
patient records physically
could not only be burdensome to health centers
due to the high volume
of records, but could also
lead to confusion between
healthcare providers as to
what treatment or medications a patient had already
received.
Carl Kesselman, a professor of industrial and
systems engineering at
the University of Southern California, said there
wasn’t much debate that
keeping electronic records is a better practice
because those records are
often more efficient in a
healthcare setting where
they can be more easily accessed by many different
departments.
“Certainly best practice is to have an electronic
medical record system in
place, that it be used by
all the departments and
all the physicians at the
point of care, and that patients have consolidated
electronic health records to
help keep track of what’s
going on, to make sure
they’re not being prescribed drugs improperly,” he said.
But for an institution
that did not have any electronic records currently
stored, Kesselman said the
process of moving over
to such a system could
be a significant financial
burden potentially costing millions of dollars and
would usually require the
work of an outside firm.
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The University has convened a search committee and hired an outside firm to conduct a nationwide
search for its next business school leader.

Business school dean search to
focus on diversity, D.C. location
CAYLA HARRIS &
LIZ KONNEKER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS

The search for the next
business school dean is underway.
Over the last few
months, the University has
convened a search committee and hired an outside firm
to conduct a nationwide
search for its next business
school leader. Last month,
officials released a profile
on the search firm’s website
laying out the qualifications
for the next dean, including
a commitment to diversity
and knowledge of how to
use GW’s D.C. location to
benefit the school.
There hasn’t been a permanent business school
dean since April, when
former Dean Linda Livingstone left to become Baylor
University’s first female
president. Former Associate Dean for Graduate Programs Vivek Choudhury
has been serving as the
school’s interim dean.
University spokeswoman Maralee Csellar said the
search committee is chaired
by Vanessa Perry, a professor of marketing. The committee – comprised of eight
faculty, alumni, administrators and students – will
partner with the executive
search firm Isaacson, Miller,
which the University used
during the presidential
search, to find the next dean.
“The search will be ongoing until it concludes with
the goal of naming the next
dean before the end of the
academic year,” Csellar said
in an email.
Perry declined to comment on the search, deferring to the University’s

statement.
Pradeep Rau, a professor
of marketing who served
on a past business school
dean search committee at
GW, said he hoped the new
dean will have an in-depth
understanding of the D.C.
community, giving business
school faculty and students
a better understanding of
how business plays a role in
policy.
“I’ve always felt that
our location is something
we mention a lot,” she said.
“Maybe this is the time to
pick a dean who really fits
the D.C. location.”
He said to find qualified
candidates, the search committee could look to think
tanks in the area for candidates who could bring a
familiarity with D.C. and integrate that knowledge into
the curriculum.
“I feel that we need
someone who knows the
city, understands the policies of what happens in this
town. Business schools are
supposed to be very centrally connected with policies,”
Rau said.
The business school’s
profile, posted online, states
that the next dean should
“optimize a location that is
shared by many organizations and institutions that
drive global capitalism.”
In the last seven years,
three different deans have
led the business school.
Doug Guthrie, the school’s
dean from 2010 to 2013, was
fired after overspending by
$13 million. Livingstone,
who started in 2014, developed a plan to start paying
back the money overspent
during Guthrie’s tenure.
“I think one of the largest components would
absolutely be in terms of

diversity, inclusion and equity.”
Officials and faculty
have said little about the
search and what types of
candidates they are considering, but experts said
keeping a search confidential isn’t unusual – especially for a high-profile position.
Kahlilah Lawson, a consultant at the search frim
Witt/Kieffer, said candidates should have confidentiality through the selection
process to be able to decide
for themselves whether
their vision aligned with
GW’s overall goals for the
business school.
“What is it that the
School of Business will be
able to identify as ways to
advance the mission of the
overall University?” she
said. “It’s preparing students, preparing leaders for
a global organization and
administration and competence.”
The profile makes diversity a top priority for the
next dean. Last academic
year, the school created a diversity council and named
its first-ever diversity officer in an effort to increase
representation. The school
has also expanded outreach
to international students in
recent years, creating more
resources in the school’s career center.
Lawson said business
schools across the country
are already trying to adapt
to a more global marketing environment, making it
crucial that candidates have
an international mindset.
“I think one of the largest components would
absolutely be in terms of
diversity, inclusion and equity,” she said.
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When the search for a new associate director of the veterans office will begin p. 3
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The opportunities for interesting discussions about current events are endless and allow
students to relate what they are learning to real life events.
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GW needs to change how they approach international students

M

y first semester at GW
– 8,000 miles away
from my home in India
– was a challenging experience.
From daily social interactions and
missing family, to small things
like getting accustomed to eating salad as a meal, the U.S. was
foreign and unfamiliar in every
sense. Navigating the American
college experience and learning
to integrate into American society
after spending your whole life in
a different country is a tough ask
– especially on top of adjusting
to academics at college. International students need a supportive
community to survive the transition but at GW, it can be hard to
come by.

Shwetha
Srinivasan
Senior Columnist
As an international student,
I know it can feel especially disheartening to think that that my
relationship with GW is transactional. The primary motivation
to attract more international students is that they bring in revenue
to the University. International
students can only qualify for up
to $10,000 in need-based scholarships, which is only possible if
they have not received any other
aid, and many end up paying
sticker price. This is particularly
appealing to GW, since the University is about 60 percent reliant

on tuition. This isn’t to say that
the University doesn’t care about
what international students can
bring to campus and to the classroom, but that isn’t the main reason for why GW wants to increase
the number of international students admitted. International
students know their value to the
University, but often times they
just feel they’re seen as a statistic.
It’s easy for Americans to
think of international students
as a single group, even though
GW has international students
from more than 130 countries.
The reality is that international
students’ experiences are unique
– even if they come from the
same country – just as it would
be for domestic students coming
to GW from one state. To ensure
that international students have a
welcoming college environment,
domestic students and professors
should embrace the diverse experiences of international students
by including their perspectives
in classrooms. At the same time,
international students can join
non-multicultural student organizations to better immerse themselves in American culture.
Apart from being a revenue
source, international students
are also seen as a check mark on
a list of what makes a university more diverse. The University has tried to move away from
the transactional relationship by
implementing programs and initiatives – like increasing support
services through the Career Cen-

ter and programming through
the International Services Office
– to encourage and support international students. But despite
efforts to increase diversity on
campus and nationwide, colleges and American students still
struggle to understand what it
means to have a diverse student
body and how to deal with it, including here at GW.
University initiatives haven’t
translated into an inclusive learning environment in classrooms or
among students. Officials tend to
focus on international students
by themselves, instead of how
to enable domestic students and
professors to create an inclusive
social and academic environment
for them. In classes on international affairs or politics, some professors tend to teach from a Western perspective by focusing on
implications to American foreign
policy or national security. But
the majority of international students don’t come from Western
countries. This narrow view prevents students from understanding international issues from a
global perspective. All professors
teaching courses on international
issues or global politics should
include course material from nonWestern sources and engage in
classroom discussions that give
space for international students to
offer their perspective, especially
when there are courses like comparative politics of the Middle
East that deal with non-Western
countries.

Show appreciation for
overlooked campus employees

I

“Hey, how’re you doing?” A janitor who
has worked on the
third floor of Gelman
L i - brary almost every
night for the past 35 years
greeted me warmly while
she cleaned the desk of the
cubicle next to me. It was 2:30
a.m. As a night owl, I see her
almost every evening. We
have known each other since
I was a freshman last year.
Whenever I’ve been overwhelmed by all of my assignments and readings, I find a
quick chat with her is more
refreshing than a sip of coffee.

Marx Wang
Opinions Writer
However, other students
and members of the community could easily neglect
her contributions, as well
as those of other University
employees who do building
maintenance or service work.
Many students may take the
clean desks in the library
every morning for granted.
I wouldn’t have recognized
how hard janitors work if I
didn’t see her wiping all the
desks on the floor every single night. She is always meticulous with her work and
dedicated to the job, even
when she told me she was
sick.
To better show appreciation and support for University employees, GW should
designate days for the student body to collectively
honor their contributions.
The University should also
establish an online feedback
and complaint system where
employees can instantly
submit requests or concerns
so that their problems are
addressed. This would allow the community to build
stronger awareness and better cherish the labor of University employees.
Similar initiatives to celebrate and thank University employees like janitors,
shuttle drivers and security
guards already exist at other
institutions. For example,
a Georgetown University
student started a new organization last year, Unsung
Heroes, to provide a platform
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Cartoon by Grace Lee
for University employees
like janitors and custodians to share their stories. It
now has chapters on five
other university campuses
nationwide, according to its
website. A chapter at GW
was launched in September,
but the chapter hasn’t done
anything substantial yet. The
chapter should become more
active, but even that isn’t
enough. Although it’s a great
channel to acknowledge
the dedication of University
employees, the effort of only
one student organization
is not sufficient to generate
widespread impact. There
needs to be more action from
both student organizations
and the University to drive
students all over campus to
show appreciation for campus employees and create a
better working environment
for them.
For employees at GW to
receive concrete appreciation
and recognition, the University itself should step up to
better address their concerns.
Specifically, GW should design an online complaint
system that is accessible to
every University employee.
Whenever employees like
janitors or shuttle drivers
discover something that can
be changed to make their
job easier or let them work
more efficiently, they should
be able to easily submit a
request online. This direct
communication process will
allow the University and
employees to have timely
conversations before actions
are taken unilaterally by one

side.
However, implementing
a simple online complaint
system for employees to
voice concern is not enough
to show appreciation for
these employees. Ultimately,
it’s just as important that
they receive respect and recognition from students. To
get more students involved
in showing gratitude to
University employees, the
University should hold an
Appreciation Day every semester where students say
thank you and can prepare
small gifts to the employees.
Even though it would only
be a day or two per semester,
this could help spur students
to change their mindset and
be thankful all year long for
those who silently work to
offer a better living and learning environment on campus.
We say thank you to professors and instructors after
classes, to cashiers who hand
us our food and groceries
and to student employees
who help us on different occasions on campus. There’s
no reason for us to ignore
those who maintain the quality of our lives just because
we don’t directly interact
with them. With the combined efforts from both the
University and student organizations, GW as a whole
could become a warmer
and more harmonious community filled with gratitude
among all of its members.
–Marx Wang, a sophomore
double-majoring in philosophy
and political science, is a Hatchet opinions writer.
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At the same time, the responsibility to create an environment
where international students can
thrive doesn’t solely rest with
GW offices and administrators.
Domestic students are essential
to helping international students
assimilate into American society.
I’ve consciously tried to get out
of my comfort zone to befriend
more Americans, who’ve helped
me broaden my knowledge of
American politics, pop culture
and comedy shows. I was exposed to a whole new world of
comedy from “Saturday Night
Live” to “The Daily Show.” Talking and laughing about their
latest videos was a way to bond
with my American friends while
giving me insight about current
events in America.
Domestic students can include more international students
as part of organizations and their
leadership. But domestic students
must embrace their different experiences rather than holding their
differences against them. International students can also better
integrate into life at GW by going
beyond multicultural organizations to join other student organizations that focus on their hobbies
or causes that excite them. It’s important to have the support system that comes with having people from your same nationality
or ethnicity who can understand
your struggles and experiences.
But only being a part of multicultural student organizations
can leave international students

siloed from many other American
students. While I wasn’t involved
in multicultural student organizations, I lived on the Mount Vernon
Campus my freshman year and
ended up interacting with mostly
international students. But I also
joined The Hatchet that year, and
my experience here over the last
three years has helped me become
more involved at GW and helped
me to interact more with American students.
At the end of the day, international students themselves must
take more effort to fully immerse
themselves in American society
and use all the resources and opportunities at their disposal. If
there is a lack of resources, students shouldn’t hesitate to convey their genuine concerns, either
through the Student Association
or by directly approaching the administration.
International students are a
heterogenous group that aren’t
just fulfilling a diversity quota.
Everyone should recognize the
diversity that exists within the
international student community,
and work to continue improving
resources and services for international students. I know that I’d
like to be valued for the perspectives and experiences that I bring.
It’s time for the GW community
to go a step further to meet the
needs of international students.
–Shwetha Srinivasan, a senior
double-majoring in international affairs and economics, is a Hatchet senior columnist.

STAFF EDITORIAL

It’s time for the SA to step up
and get more accomplished
One semester into the
academic year, the Student
Association leadership has
not accomplished nearly as
much as previous administrations.
After
an
exceptionally dramatic and scandalplagued election season
last spring, Peak Sen Chua
and Sydney Nelson became
SA president and executive
vice president, respectively.
During The Hatchet’s endorsement hearings before
the election, both Chua
and Nelson presented platforms to show what they
planned to accomplish
if elected and proved to
be personable candidates
who were happy to answer
questions about their plans.
Now an entire semester has
passed and it is disappointing to see that this year’s
SA administration has few
accomplishments to show –
but it’s not too late to make
a difference. It is time for
Chua, Nelson and the rest
of the SA to utilize the time
they have left before the
next election to refocus on
the platform points the two
set as their agenda.
Following changes in the
election, Chua and Nelson
released a revised agenda
that incorporated seven
points. But there has only
been visible progress on
three of them – a student
engagement
committee
to recruit more freshmen
for the SA, Joint Elections
Commission reform and
the relaunch of the Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences dean’s advisory
council, which was ultimately a decision made by
administrators. Students
who voted for Chua or Nelson should be disappointed in their lack of action
this semester because they
voted for platforms whose
contents have largely not
come to pass.
The revised agenda contained strong platform
points that would have
benefited students, including making an 18th course
credit free, expanding
hours at Mental Health
Services and reducing the
costs to use student spaces.
However, there has been no

concrete action taken on the
majority of these plans.
Naturally some efforts
and goals will be more successful than others, but that
does not mean the student
body should have low expectations for what the SA
can accomplish. While the
goals that Chua and Nelson set when they took
office are ambitious, they
are attainable. Past SA administrators have accomplished goals even larger
that were seen as almost
impossible. Achievements
such as moving the Student
Health Center to the Marvin Center in 2015, adding
a fall break in 2016 and
implementing a freshman
forgiveness program earlier this year became a reality
with determined SA leaders. Chua has the potential
to push for the agenda that
he and Nelson agreed upon
after their campaigns, but
there has been no progress
on those goals since he became president.
While Chua and Nelson
are the faces of the SA and
it is vital that they push
for the agendas they campaigned on, the SA is not
just its leadership. It is also
equally important for the
individual senators to push
for the proposal of strong
and impactful legislation.
The SA does have some
accomplishments
that
should be acknowledged.
Last month, the SA, Feminist Student Union and The
Store launched the People
for Periods project, which
stocked four bathrooms
across campus with free
menstrual hygiene products. The SA has also partnered with Greek life on a
sexual assault task force.
The senate has been focused on filling vacancies
this semester. The SA currently has a full senate, but
there is no point in having
a full senate if we cannot
get anything substantive
done with it. In September,
a new policy was implemented to allow student
organizations to formally
endorse SA legislation –
but this isn’t effective without legislation to support.
The SA has also spent the
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semester working on more
long-term projects off the
senate floor, though we do
not know much about what
these projects are.
Only four bills have been
passed this semester, compared to 12 last year. While
the bills have been productive by reforming the Joint
Elections Commission so
elections are more fair and
calling on the University
to better support sexual assault survivors, there have
not been any resolutions
passed that focus on the
daily student experience.
And that is what is even
more concerning than a
number. There are only
about four more months
until the next election cycle,
so it is pivotal for these next
few months to be about creating legislation that truly
improves the student experience on campus, which
can be done by refocusing
on their platforms.
Another part of Chua’s
campaign revolved around
how the SA should be more
proactive in reaching out to
students to keep increasing
transparency and improve
communication. Chua had
previously proposed an
arts week to showcase the
performing student organizations on campus in his
EVP platform. This could
increase student interaction
as well as increase face-toface interaction between
the SA and the student
body.
Regardless of what Chua
decides to do next, he is
paid $10,000 by the University to do his job. Chua,
Nelson and the Senate must
aim to improve the student
experience – which means
moving past this slow
progress and lack of clarity.
SA leadership should publicly state what they want
to get done in the next four
months to be transparent
and held accountable for
their promises. In order for
Chua and Nelson’s terms
to be seen as a success, they
must make moves before
the next election, while the
senators who run for reelection must answer for
the lack of progress since
the start of this semester.
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Older undergraduates face social disconnect with younger peers
SARAH ROACH
STAFF WRITER

Senior Tyler McManus
was 22 years old when he
walked into a first-year University Writing class three
years ago as a veteran with a
beard and a sleeve of tattoos
– standing out from the freshmen who filled most of the
seats in the Mount Vernon
Campus classroom.
Now 25, McManus said
there is a “stigma” separating
him from his younger classmates who often don’t view
him as a peer.
“People would walk
their own separate ways
walking down the street and
I would just get looked at like,
‘who is this person at GW
that doesn’t fit in?’ So it was
drastic,” he said.
In interviews, nine undergraduate students older
than 24 said they often feel
disconnected from the rest of
campus because of their age.
Many said they face greater
difficulties socializing with
and relating to younger peers
– a long-running issue among
this student population.
Last year, 9 percent of
GW undergraduates were

older than 24 – up slightly
from about 7 percent in 2012,
according to statistics from
the Department of Education.
Older
undergraduate
students comprise 30 percent
of university populations nationwide, according to a New
York Times report. But their
advanced life experience detaches them from staples of
undergraduate social life and
involvement with student organizations, which primarily
accommodates youthful undergraduates, experts said.
Associate Dean of Students Tim Miller said the
University seeks to create
communities for older undergraduates, who have often
served in the military or have
taken years off to volunteer
or work to save up money for
a college education.
“No matter what a student’s age, we seek to support
every student in helping that
individual find their community in the residence halls,
the classroom and through a
range of involvements such
as Greek life and student organizations,” Miller said in
an email.
Senior Hillary Hicken,
25, came to GW after she had

OLIVIA ANDERSON | PHOTO EDITOR
Senior Tyler McManus, 25, said there is a “stigma” separating him from his younger undergraduate classmates, who often don’t view him as a peer.

already worked several fulltime jobs, earned an associate’s degree at a community
college in Texas and took an
additional year off to save
up money for GW after she
graduated from high school.
As a freshman, Hicken
said her friend group included seniors, who she said she

could relate to because they
were more mature. But as she
gravitated toward older students, she further detached
herself from younger students in her graduating class.
“Obviously you’re 18,
you’re growing, you’re maturing, you’re trying to figure
out who you are, but I’d al-

ready done all of that aspect
of my life, so I was already
set in who I am,” she said. “It
was just more difficult than
it was being with older students.”
Alumnus Steven Shao,
25, said the disconnect he
felt with younger peers was
natural because older stu-

dents came from different experiences and backgrounds,
might be financially independent and would rather go to
bars at their legal age than an
on-campus party.
“It’s just 18, 19 – this is
their life experience. Conversation, I think, is the most obvious giveaway – how much
they talk about high school,”
Shao, who graduated in May,
said. “Whereas the older
folks here say, ‘I went here, I
traveled here, I did this before
coming to GW,’ that would
be the difference.”
Junior Jesse Robinson,
26, who took time off before
college to serve in the U.S.
Navy, said he talks to younger students to discuss homework or class assignments,
but his involvement with
GW Veterans, a student-run
advocacy organization, is his
primary outlet for socialization.
“I’ve never walked to
class with somebody, and
I’ll be sitting there in a classroom, and I’ll be looking at
the door, and everyone is
walking in with somebody
they know, and I don’t want
to say it must be nice, but it
must be nice,” he said.

Senior to step down after two
years in local advisory group
DANI GRACE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
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Officials are revamping the third floor of the Innovation Hall on the Virginia Science and
Technology Campus to create a communal space for students in the nursing school.

Nursing school upgrades
flagship bulding on VSTC
KATHRYN SHEEHAN
REPORTER

Officials are revamping part of the
nursing school’s flagship building to
create a communal space for online and
graduate students.
Renovations began this fall to upgrade the third floor of the Innovation
Hall on the Virginia Science and Technology Campus, creating a hub for
student resources and a new patient
simulation lab. Officials said the work
will create a common space for nursing
students to gather – giving the isolated
campus a greater sense of community.
Pamela Jeffries, the dean of the
School of Nursing, said the project was
approved in June by the Board of Trustees and the renovations are slated to
conclude in summer 2018.
Jeffries said the Student Success
Center will “bridge services” to the University Writing Center, career services
and Disability Support Services, which
are based on the Foggy Bottom Campus.
“This investment in our students
will hopefully lead to continuous improvement of retention, completion,
employment and licensure outcomes,”
she said.
Officials said they are still searching
for a clear identity for the VSTC campus.
Jeffries said the new additions could
help promote student engagement for
both online and graduate students.
The project will also expand the current 10,000 square foot space for clinical
simulation labs, creating a new simulation lab where students can practice
conducting health assessments.
Although the 303 online nursing
students take their courses off campus
in the nurse practitioner program, Jeffries said they are required to come to
campus for academic testing three times
throughout the course of the program.
The renovations will also include
a new space to simulate patient care,
providing nursing practitioner students
with private exam rooms, acute care
rooms and more advanced technology.
Karen Dawn, an assistant professor
of nursing, said the reconfigured space
will offer a home to all VSTC students,
not just students in the nursing school.
She said the renovations will also allow for more simulation practice for
students training to become health care
professionals.
“From a school perspective, this is
a win-win,” she said. “It’s good for the
students and it’s good for them to be
able to meet at the School of Nursing, so
we’re excited about it.”
Nancy Tkacs, a professor of nursing at University of Southern California,
said updating the simulation lab would

be beneficial to online students because
nursing is a hands-on profession, and
students need lots of in-person practice
to master the field.
“It would really expand a program’s capacity during their on-campus
intensives,” she said. “To have the space
for a simulation lab would be really, really beneficial.”
Kathleen Becker, another professor
of nursing at University of Southern
California, said that especially for online
students, where community-building is
having a common place to congregate
and access academic amenities when
they they travel to campus is important
for improving the student experience.
“Any way you can build community in an online education environment is helpful,” Becker said. “It’s great
to have the students have a space to be
able to meet or study for intensives.”

After serving two years
as one of the youngest elected commissioners on a local
governing group, senior Eve
Zhurbinskiy will resign at the
end of the semester.
Zhurbinskiy will leave the
Foggy Bottom and West End
Neighborhood Advisory Commission when she graduates
from GW in December. Her
colleagues on the ANC said
Zhurbinskiy’s passion when
advocating for students or
pushing community projects,
like the GW Hospital helipad,
brought moral clarity to their
discussions.
Zhurbinskiy said because
GW constitutes about half of
the Foggy Bottom neighborhood, student voices on the
ANC are vital to bring new
perspectives to community decisions.
“When students are heard
we can really get a lot accomplished in ways that non-students maybe haven’t thought
about,” she said. “If the students aren’t being heard on
those issues, then we are really
disenfranchised in some of the
issues that matter the most to
us.”
Zhurbinskiy said navigating GW’s bureaucracy was one
of the biggest challenges she
faced on the ANC because officials are generally resistant to
new initiatives and often have
different priorities than community leaders. When she and
the ANC backed a plan last

year to give students an unlimited Metro pass, American
University “jumped on board”
while GW refused to accept the
program, she said.
Officials said at the time
that it wouldn’t be fair to mandate all students pay for the
Metro pass on their tuition bill
because some don’t use public
transportation.
“That was very frustrating
to me because I thought that it
was a program that would really benefit students and now
everybody’s sort of forgotten
about it because GW hasn’t accepted it,” Zhurbinskiy said.
Among the most important
accomplishments of her tenure,
she said, was her work this year
to include funding for a garden
at The School Without Walls
at Francis Stevens as part of a
$700,000 community package
to encourage support for GW’s
Pennsylvania Avenue development complex.
In her initial campaign,
Zhurbinskiy sought to bring
rape kits to GW Hospital, but
she said last month that she
dropped the effort after learning that the hospital would
have to undergo costly renovations and hire specially trained
nurses to give the tests.
Zhurbinskiy has also
pushed to add a crosswalk between District House and Kogan Plaza, a project she hopes
her successor will also support. She said her replacement
should be committed and willing to learn about local government to become an impactful

local advocate.
“Make sure that people feel
like you’re really caring about
what they think – I think that’s
really the main way to succeed
on the ANC,” she said.
ANC chairman Patrick
Kennedy said Zhurbinskiy
was unwavering in her beliefs
that students’ views should be
represented on every project affecting them.
“She brought a lot of energy to different endeavors on
the commission and brought a
sensibility to our deliberations
that maybe was not there previously,” he said.
Kennedy said because
the area the ANC represents
is largely home to students,
student representatives help
ensure the community is fully
represented in local government.
“They keep the ANC wellinformed about what’s going on
on campus, and serve as valuable bridges between the broader community and the interests
of the student body,” he said.
Students interested in running for the spot must collect 25
signatures from D.C. residents
to be eligible for the ANC. If
only one candidate gets the
required signatures, then they
will serve in the role. If more
than one candidate runs, a special election will be held likely
next month during an ANC
meeting, Kennedy said.
He added that the replacement will likely be transitioned
into the new role by early February.
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GIFTS FOR EVERY STAGE OF YOUR RELATIONSHIP FROM FLING TO COMMITMENT
Whether you’re still in the crush stage or moving into a casual or long-term relationship, these gifts will keep your romance on track to
survive the holiday season.

FOR YOUR FRIEND
WITH BENEFITS

FOR YOUR
POTENTIAL PARTNER

If you’re in a casual relationship
and you want to keep it that
way, you can still spread the
holiday spirit. Next time you see
your steady hook-up, surprise
them with a gift to keep the
good times going.

Maybe you’ve been dancing
around a relationship for the
past semester, or even your
entire time at college – now is
the time to make a move.

Presents for the one that puts
out:

GIFTS

GRACE GANNON
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Use this gift giving holiday as a
chance to be bold and take the
next step into a relationship.
KEVIN CHEN | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR

SAM FREY | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Gifts to finally cuff your crush:

FENTY BEAUTY STUNNA LIP $24

CERAMIC COFFEE MUG $40

As Rihanna would say, kiss it, kiss it better, baby. Just in time for the holidays,
the “Sex With Me” singer released the perfect red lip stain as part of her Fenty
Beauty line. The long-lasting formula guarantees it’ll stay put through whatever
you have planned at your next rendezvous.

If you’re looking for a way to take the next step with that classmate you’ve been
friends with for a while, give them an on-the-go mug that comes with a month of
coffee dates. This Starbucks refillable mug can be used through January to get a
free grande brewed coffee or tea. But if they don’t seem interested, you can always
play it off as concern for the environmental waste of Starbucks cups.

Sephora.

$34

Reﬁll Tumbler. Starbucks.

BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS $29.99

CUSTOMIZABLE PHONE CASE

Most of your time with this partner is probably spent in each other’s residence halls,
so you’re used to dealing with thin walls and noise from roommates. Drown out any
sounds with this wireless speaker and blast your mood-setting playlists next time you
engage in the benefits side of your relationship. The affordable price means you don’t
have to worry about committing too much for what may turn out to be a brief fling.

If you’ve been casually hooking up with someone you want a serious relationship
with, then get them to ask you out on a real date by taking the time to make a
custom phone case. On this easy-to-use website, you can print your own inside
joke or flirty message on a phone case so they’ll think of you every time they pull
out their phone. Now they’ll have to text you back.

Anker SoundCore Bluetooth Speaker. Amazon Prime.

CaseApp.

FOR YOUR LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIP
You’ve already gotten them practical items,
exhausted their favorite gift card locales and
nailed the perfect sweater last season, so
now you need a new gift for your long-term
significant other.
Presents to really surprise you beau:

$37.95

ENTERTAINMENT COUPON BOOK $19

RIEDEL STEMLESS WINE GLASSES

Get out of your long-term relationship rut with an
extensive coupon book of more than 1,000 coupons
to a variety of experiences and restaurants in the DMV
area. With discounted prices to activities that range from
Washington Mystics game tickets to boxing classes or
massages, you’ll create some new memories as a couple
along the way.

If you’re ready to lean into old married couple status with
your partner, you might as well have the sophisticated
wine glasses to match. Timeless and chic stemless
glasses signal adulthood, commitment and hint at a
wedding registry at Williams Sonoma. You’ll be hosting
dinner parties with your married couple friends in no
time.

Maryland and Washington, D.C. or Northern Virginia and
Washington, D.C. Entertainment.

Riedel “O” Stemless Cabernet Wine Tumblers. Set of four.

$37.95

CONSIDER THESE CHARITABLE PRESENTS TO GIVE A GIFT THAT GIVES BACK
DANA PILOTTI
STAFF WRITER

Embrace the spirit of giving this holiday season and consider a gift that keeps on giving. Add a twist to the gifts you’re already giving this
holiday season – like candles and jewelry – by supporting local businesses and charitable causes all in the same purchase. Each of these
locally made products also benefits a non-profit organization, meaning your gifts will do double duty this giving season.

SEND CHILDREN TO SCHOOL:

FIND HOMES FOR ANIMALS:

KICHEKO GOODS

SYDNEY HALE COMPANY

Along with handmade earrings, bracelets and
necklaces, Kicheko Goods offers the gift of
investing in education. Founder Sarah Bayot,
who has lived in the District for 12 years, used
her background in international affairs and
development to start a business that addresses
a lack of access to education for children in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Each
piece of handmade jewelry from Kicheko Goods
funds one month of school for one child in the
Congo. The purchases provide scholarships
for “underresourced” children whose parents
cannot afford school fees and other costs.

For an ever-reliable gift, look no further than Sydney
Hale Company for a classic candle and a wholesome
cause. The company donates 10 percent of their
proceeds to national animal rescue organizations.
The organizations are locally based, including the
Richmond Animal League and The Lost Dog & Cat
Rescue Foundation in Arlington.

You can support the cause by purchasing any
of the brand’s jewelry – such as minimalist
16-karat-gold-plated leather necklaces ($45-50)
or hypoallergenic quartz earrings ($36-40).

PROTECT ENDANGERED SPECIES:

THE WORLD WILDLIFE FUND

Though the company is based in Virginia, you can
find their candles across the District at Salt & Sundry
in Union Market, Georgetown’s Onward Reserve or
online. Their soothing scents like Coastal Juniper
and Elderberry Rose (both $30) will be a crowdpleaser for the 50 hours the candles can burn. But
if you have a pet-friendly recipient in mind, consider
the non-aromatic gifts like a collar charm for their
furry friend ($16) or the practical natural bug spray
for people and pets ($18).

Surprise your friends and family this holiday with
a gift they won’t expect – a polar bear or an African
elephant. Help protect wild animals and their habitats
while putting a smile on a nature lover’s face with a
symbolic species adoption of your choice of more than
100 animals. Although they won’t receive the actual
animal at their doorstep, the donation will support the
worldwide efforts of WWF, which dedicates 85 percent
of its spending to conservation activities.
For $55, your online donation will include a stuffed
plush toy of your chosen animal, a formal adoption
certificate, a color photo of the animal, a species
spotlight card with facts about the animal and a
reusable WWF tote bag. The recipient will also receive
a note of acknowledgement from the organization
for supporting their efforts to protect endangered
species and fight climate change, deforestation and
overfishing.

NAUGHTY VS. NICE: GIFTS FOR THE SINNERS AND SAINTS ON YOUR SHOPPING LIST
MATT DYNES
CONTRIBUTING CULTURE EDITOR

Not everything is good versus evil, but one thing is certain: Once Dec. 1 strikes, there can only be naughty or nice. Since coal is messy
and hard to find, here are some gifts sure to make your naughty friends blush about their devilish ways. But if you tend to spend more
time with angelic types, take a look at presents that will make your sweeter friends smitten.

NAUGHTY

NICE

SLIGHTLY INAPPROPRIATE BOARD

IMMORTAL FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS

To add a little spice to a night with a group of old or new friends, all you need is a
little scandal. “Who’s Most Likely To” – a board game sold at Urban Outfitters for
$16 – is a temporary way of relishing in the pettiness you’ve been holding in all year.
Instead of roasting chestnuts on an open fire, roast your friends while predicting who
is most likely to go missing within minutes of going out and other less-than-wholesome
hypotheticals.

Not everyone has a green thumb, so replace a bouquet that will die in a few weeks with one that
lasts all year round. Paper Rose Co.’s paper flower arrangements look exquisite and withstand
the follies of man. Handcrafted and so lifelike that you might try to smell them, these displays are
well worth the investment. Online orders are priced between $15 to $164, so there is something
for every budget. The company’s website even sells imitation poinsettias and holiday wreaths,
which sell for $60, in case your recipient is having trouble mustering up some holiday spirit.

DELVE INTO THE PRIVATE LIVES OF CRAIGSLIST’S NAUGHTIEST

CURE THEIR ANNUAL HANGOVER

Move over Rupi Kaur, this poetry book of ads from Craigslist’s missed connections
will have you rethinking the boundaries of poems and romance. Collected by author
Alan Feuer over five years, “I Hope You Find Me” is compilation of word-for-word
transcriptions from Craigslist’s section where people seek attractive strangers with
whom they’ve crossed paths. Sold for $10 on Amazon, these poems are raunchy,
veering into the scatalogical at times, while others are surprisingly profound. With
titles like “You Farted at Walmart,” and tackling subjects such as foot fetishes, you
shouldn’t gift this to your prudish relatives. This is for the literary kind of naughty
friend looking to see a new, skewed perspective on love.

For the goodie-two-shoes who will be talked into one too many shots at the holiday party, they
might be needing a Hangover Kit. Kit Happens sells a Feel Better Gift Box for $52 on Amazon
that holds the remedy for those blackout nights on spiked eggnog, where one may have
mistaken their EMeRG ride for Santa’s sleigh. The box includes Emergen-C, multi-vitamins,
soothing tea bags and more ingredients to wipe out their post-holiday headache in no time. It
will give that party novice enough time to rally for the after-finals bar crawl – where they can
put the kit to use again.

FEEL THE FANTASY IN HOLIDAY UNDIES

Ask any guy who has actually invested in nice underwear and they’ll say jockstraps are
devastatingly comfortable. Holiday undies come in all shapes and sizes, so go all out for
the holidays with the snowman underwear costume sold at Candyman Fashion for $14.
The freedom of less fabric may be a patriarchal construct to some, but gift this to a shy
guy and watch their self esteem blossom, among other things.

CURL UP FOR SOME QUALITY TIME
There’s nothing nicer than beating the final boss in a video game with your best friend or
relative. Although online gaming with headset-driven communication has become the norm,
some companies still market to players that want to play together locally. If you can get your
hands on this hotly contested gift, the SNES Classic ($79) is the perfect multiplayer system and
comes with 21 retro games installed. Share the frustration and joy that comes with kicking butt,
all while spending wholesome quality time together.

HOLIDAY GUIDE
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TOAST TO THE HOLIDAY SEASON WITH COCKTAILS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
EL COQUITO

CUBA LIBRE RESTAURANT

DRINKS

El Coquito translates to “little coconut” in Spanish. This version of eggnog shows how a Christmas classic can change
from one country to another depending on local ingredients
and taste preferences.

SAM HARDGROVE | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

GLUHWEIN

Poncho de Agave ($14) is a Mexican twist on a festive favorite –
eggnog. The drink is made with cream, milk, whipped egg yolks
and sugar to make a frothy beverage that is spiked with tequila
and whiskey.

Cafe Berlin’s gluhwein ($8) is made with hot red wine mixed with
mulling spices like cinnamon, cloves and citrus fruits like orange
and lemon. Unlike traditional mulled wine, this Gluhwein is
doctored up with a splash of jagertee – a mixture of rum, brandy
and spices. With the added alcohol, Cafe Berlin, located at 322
Massachusetts Ave. NE, packs their version of this drink with an
extra punch.

Swiss hot chocolate with Jameson whiskey
for about $16 each. The rink is surrounded
by fire pits with dozens of couches around
them to rest between laps. If you want the
VIP treatment, you can rent one of the hotel’s
private igloo lounges on the patio below for
$200 for three hours.
You can get a deluxe ice skating experience at
the Top of the Gate rink for just $20 an hour
for skating and a rental of skates, so you won’t
completely blow your shopping budget.

CLASSIC OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE: THE WASHINGTON HARBOUR ICE RINK
The Washington Harbour rink is $10 an hour and
$6 for a skate rental, but they do offer discounted
days. Head to the ice on Tuesdays, when you can
get two tickets for the price of one, or on Thursday nights, when students skate for just $8.
Monday and Tuesday noon to 7 p.m., Wednesday and Thursday noon to 9 p.m., Friday noon to
10 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

A SCENIC SKATE: NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART’S SCULTPURE GARDEN ICE RINK
Skate surrounded by art, sculptures and twinkling
lights at the National Gallery of Art’s Sculpture Garden’s rink. Visitors can skate under the shadows of
the National Mall’s monuments and stroll around
the sculptures made by Sol LeWitt, Roy Lichtenstein and other contemporary artists after their
skate. The Pavilion Café offers the perfect place
to warm up after braving the cold out on the ice.

The ice rink offers two 45-minute sessions
beginning on the hour, for the lowest price
of all the rinks – just $9 for adults with a
$3.50 skate rental.
Monday through Thursday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Friday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m., Saturday 11 a.m. to 11
p.m. and Sunday 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

SKATE LIKE A PRO: KETTLER CAPITALS ICEPLEX
If you prefer skating indoors and want to glide
on the same ice as professionals, head to
Kettler Capitals Iceplex in Arlington, Va. Located on the top of the Ballston Common Mall
parking garage and easily accessible by the
Metro orange line five stops away, the Iceplex
is the official home for the Washington Capitals practice facility and the GW Club Hockey

team. As one of the only indoor skating rinks
in the DMV, you’ll be glad you took the extra
travel time to ensure you don’t freeze on extra
cold winter nights.
Adults can skate for just $9 with rentals during the various public skate times throughout
the week.

FLOCK TO LOCAL HOLIDAY MARKETS
TO FIND GIFTS FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR
SHOPPING LIST
HANNAH STURGIS
HATCHET REPORTER

This holiday season, give a gift that won’t end up in the back of
a closet. It is that time of year again, and the stressful shopping
season is upon us in the District. Whether you don’t want to fly
home for the holidays empty handed or need to find the perfect
gift on a college budget for your friends – you probably have some
shopping to do.
With everything from festive markets to all-nighter shopping extravaganzas, check out these holiday shopping locales to find something for everyone on your list:

LILLAN BAUTISTA | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
The 13th annual Downtown Holiday Market is open from noon to 8 p.m. every day this month.

Holiday spirits may be low in Foggy Bottom from the lack

MEREDITH HESSEL of snowfall and an excess of final exams. From convenSTAFF WRITER

tional Christmas orchestra performances to twists on the
traditional, here are some of the top holiday performances
around the District this year.

ACTIVITIES

or embrace it, the DMV area has ice skating rinks to fit all your needs with both
indoor and outdoor options. Choose from large rinks where you can show off
your skills or a more intimate, scenic rink where you can slow down the place.
Lace up your skates and take off around one of these rinks this winter:

Located in Georgetown, Washington Harbour attracts thousands of skaters every
day to their 11,800-square-foot rink. Skilled
skaters have plenty of room to jump and
twirl, while beginners can cling to the walls
or take skating lessons with professional
coaches. The rink is surrounded by dozens of restaurants and the close proximity
to M Street means you can get post-skating
snacks. are vast.

MATT DYNES | SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRPAHER

BOOST YOUR HOLIDAY SPIRIT AT THESE
PERFORMANCES AROUND D.C.

As the temperature continues to drop and ice begins to coat the District, head

Just in time for the holiday season, The Watergate Hotel transformed their rooftop bar
into a posh 70 by 20 foot ice skating rink
complete with 360-degree views of the Kennedy Center, the Potomac River and the rest
of the District skyline. You can take in the
aerial view and snap some winter photos,
but don’t expect to be practicing your speed
skating or triple axel spin at this small rink. A
skate-up bar in the rink adds to the upscale
atmosphere, allowing visitors to sip on cocktails like hot bourbon-spiked cider and boozy

The first known origins of spiced wine can be traced back to
ancient Egypt, but the allure spread throughout Northern Europe
as a delicious way of keeping cozy during the winter months.

KIANA ROBERTSON | SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

WANGXING NIU outside for winter activities at local ice rinks. Whether you want to avoid the cold

SKATE IN THE SKY: TOP OF THE GATE

CAFE BERLIN

The traditional Mexican drink that inspired Poncho de Agave
originated in the 18th century, when people from England
crossed the Atlantic Ocean and first introduced Mexico to
eggnog. Because eggnog is already popular in the U.S., head to
MXDC, located at 600 14th St. NW, for an easy way to try a new
culture’s take on your favorite holiday beverage.

HIT THE ICE THIS WINTER AT THESE LOCAL
SKATING RINKS
REPORTER

HATCHET REPORTER

PONCHO DE AGAVE

MXDC CONCINA MEXICANA

An El Coquito is Puerto Rico’s take on eggnog that’s traditionally sipped at Christmas and New Year’s Eve celebrations. The El Coquito ($10) at Cuba Libre is made with rum,
coconut milk and condensed milk sweetened with vanilla,
cinnamon and cloves. Head to Cuba Libre at 801 Ninth St.
NW for a holiday refreshment with an island feel.

SHREYA SARIN

THE HIP-HOP NUTCRACKER
The Nutcracker is normally an elegant Tchaikovsky ballet performance, but a
group of hip-hop dancers decided to turn the show on its head – literally. The
show features a dozen acclaimed international hip-hop dancers from Norway
to Puerto Rico, a DJ spinning on stage and electric violinist Emily Simone.
Instead of going to The Lemonade Sea or Clara’s living room, the audience
will be transported to contemporary New York City, where the show is set.
Lively musical performances replace slow orchestra tunes helping the cast
breathe new, modern life into the timeless show. Take the 30-minute trip on
the Metro’s Red Line to the Strathmore Performing Arts Center – a brief break
during final exam week.
Strathmore Performing Arts Center, 5301 Tuckerman Lane, North Bethesda, Md. Dec. 12
to 13. Tickets from $28 to $58.

NPR’S A JAZZ PIANO CHRISTMAS
Come listen to traditional seasonal tunes with a jazzy flair at the newly renovated Terrace Theater in The Kennedy Center. Seating 513 people, the Terrace Theater provides an intimate night with four famous jazz pianists from
around the world like Joanne Brackeen, Abelita Mateus and Marcia Ball. All
of these highly decorated performers will come together for the 27th annual
holiday jazz show hosted by NPR. The 75-minute show is the perfect amount
of time for a quick study break without damaging your GPA.Get tickets fast
for Dec. 9 because this holiday show is a D.C. classic and tickets sell out
fast.
The Kennedy Center, 2700 F St. NW. Dec. 9. Tickets from $55 to $70.

GAY MEN’S CHORUS HOLIDAY SHOW
The Gay Men’s Chorus of Washington, D.C. will return to the spotlight this
season to present their annual holiday show at Lincoln Theatre. Spice up your
holiday celebration with mashups of popular Christmas songs, tap dancers
and a chorus line with Santa Claus featuring hundreds of men in strappy,
kinky leather outfits. This year the performance will include their rendition
of scenes from The Nutcracker and songs like “Sleigh Ride,” “The Christmas Song” and “I Should Have Been a North Pole Elf.” The pageantry with
costumes, makeup, set and choreography will make you feel like you’re in
the North Pole. In addition, a holiday toy drive for Community Family Life
Services, a local organization that houses low-income and homeless people
as they deal with short-term crises, will be in the lobby of the Lincoln Theatre.
Lincoln Theatre, 1215 U St. NW. Dec. 9, 16, 17. Tickets from $25 to $65.

116 KING SEASONAL POP UP
116 KING ST. ALEXANDRIA, VA.
For the shopper looking to make a day of it,
there is a pop-up store in historic Old Town
Alexandria where you can check every box on
your list. Boasting more than 30 fashion and
lifestyle brands, this pop-up has gifts for the
most fashionable person in your life.

GLOW ALL NIGHT
GEORGETOWN SHOPPING DISTRICT
Get some extra holiday spirit for one day only while
shopping on the wreath-lined streets and getting
special shopping opportunities after hours.

The small location and friendly faces from
vendors make it the ideal place for those looking to have a more intimate shopping experience. The pop-up has scarves, sweaters and
hats for the whole family and home decor for
the relative who wants to add to their massive
collection of tchotchkes. The shop is open
Tuesday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. and Sunday and Monday from noon to

From 5 to 9 p.m. Dec. 14, more than 50 vendors
within Georgetown will be open later than normal
to give out special discounts, inside looks at new
collections and various giveaways – like a mini
makeover from Sephora. While enjoying the deals
in Georgetown, tired shoppers can take a free
pedicab ride to travel to every store even faster.
Shoppers may also run into indie holiday carolers
performing modern takes on the traditional carols.
Once you’ve shopped until you dropped, you can
haul your bags to the Ritz-Carlton Hotel just down
M Street and snap photos for free with a fashion-

CHRISTKINDLMARKT AT
HEURICH HOUSE

13TH ANNUAL DOWNTOWN
HOLIDAY MARKET

1307 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE. NW.

CENTERED AT 8TH AND F STREETS NW.

This indoor holiday market in Dupont Circle
doubles as a house tour of one of the last historic mansions left in the District. The Heurich
House once belonged to one of the most prominent businessmen and beermakers in D.C. at
the turn of the 20th century, but it is now open
to the public offering decorated house tours
and a special holiday shopping opportunity every winter.

As a staple in the D.C. area for more than a decade, the Downtown Holiday Market has distinct
holiday cheer alongside a special shopping experience. Sitting only a few Metro stops away from
campus, at Gallery Place-Chinatown, this market
should be at the top of your list.

The market is home to ceramics, local Heurich House brewed beer, prints and textiles
from local businesses from around the DMV
area. This month-long event has more than 40
vendors and special day events for homeware
gifts, ornaments and children’s toys. The artisan market also supports Shop Made In D.C.,
which aims to support artists, every Friday by
showcasing art made and distributed in the
D.C. community. The market and house tour
run until Dec. 22 and require tickets that sell
for $10 per day or $20 for a full weekend pass.

This holiday market has booths that cover the
length of a block in front of the Smithsonian
American Art Museum and the National Portrait
Gallery. With more than 150 total vendors and
a rotating schedule, you can visit different vendors every week and find something unique for
everyone on your shopping list. Handcrafted gifts
like pottery and jewelry in all price ranges are
sold alongside photographs, ceramics and other
pieces. If you need some fuel to get through your
hunt, four different food vendors sell everything
from donuts to empanadas. The market is open
from noon to 8 p.m. every day until the night before Christmas Eve, so even last minute shoppers
can get quality, handcrafted gifts.
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THE

GAMES OF THE WEEK

MEN’S BASKETBALL

NUMBER
CRUNCH

vs. Princeton
7 p.m. • Wednesday
The Colonials return to the Smith
Center, looking for their fifth win of
the season in their game against
the Tigers.

.04

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

at Maryland
7 p.m. • Friday
The Colonials will travel to College
Park, Md. to take on the No. 15
Terrapins.

The number of seconds women’s swimming junior Emily Zhang beat fellow Colonial
senior Abigail Fusco by in the 50-yard freestyle final Saturday.

Men’s basketball comes out on top in offensive slugfest
MATT CULLEN
SPORTS EDITOR

ETHAN STOLER | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR

Senior guard Yuta Watanabe finishes a layup over a Temple defender during a
men’s basketball game Sunday at the BB&T Classic.

Men’s basketball played nearly
the ﬁrst 10 minutes of its Sunday afternoon game against Temple without
making a shot inside the three-point
arc – but the Colonials led almost the
entire time.
Instead, GW got oﬀ to a hot start
from distance – sinking six consecutive threes in the opening nine minutes – and continued its oﬀensive
success on its way to a victory at
the BB&T Classic in the Capital One
Arena.
The Colonials (4-4) shot 60.0
percent from the ﬁeld and defeated
Temple (4-2) 71–67, despite the Owls
going on two large second-half runs
and tying the game up twice in the
second half. The win is GW’s second
straight and moves the team back to
.500 on the year.
“We learned that when we play
hard we can beat any level no matter who they are or how talented they
are,” senior guard Yuta Watanabe
said. “We learned a lot today and this
was a huge win for us.”
The early spark led GW to a 40–
25 lead in the half – its fewest points
allowed and largest advantage of ﬁrst
halves all season. When the Colonials
are leading at halftime, they are now
3-0 on the year.
Although the Colonials shot a
season-high 56.3 percent from behind
the arc – compared to 36.4 percent
from the Owls – they established
more of an inside presence as the
game progressed. The two sides tied
with 28 total points in the paint on the
afternoon.
GW was led in scoring by Watanabe and sophomore guard Jair
Bolden, who each scored 17 points on

50 percent shooting or better. Sophomore forward Arnaldo Toro and graduate student forward Patrick Steeves
both scored 10 points and Toro led the
team with seven rebounds.
“We adjusted well and we
knocked down shots so it’s not so
much anything I did personally or
our staﬀ did, just credit these guys for
making shots,” head coach Maurice
Joseph said. “We executed and we
shared the ball and that’s the main
thing.”
The Owls brought the game in
contention with a 14-3 run that ﬁnished with GW leading by six points
with 11 minutes to play.
The Colonials fought back to lead
by 11 points less than two minutes
later, but Temple’s oﬀensive prowess
continued. Owls free throws and consecutive three pointers highlighted a
10-0 run that sliced GW’s advantage
to one point with eight minutes on
the clock.
“We knew they were going to
come out in the second half and be
aggressive,” Joseph said. “We stuck
together when we needed it most and
I’m really proud of our guys because
it’s easy for a young team to fold.”
Temple never led in the second
half, but on its ﬁnal possession the
team had an opportunity to tie the
game up. The Owls missed a potentially game-tying three-point shot,
but they had another chance after it
was rebounded by Bolden. The attempt was no good as the clock ticked
under one second.
The Colonials got ahead early behind three-pointers from Bolden, Toro
and freshman guard Terry Nolan Jr.,
but the Owls remained close in the
opening minutes. By the second media timeout, the Owls cut GW’s lead
to just two points despite eﬃcient

shooting from the Colonials.
The two teams continued to trade
baskets, but freshman guard Justin
Mazzulla and Watanabe cleared out
enough space in the paint to ﬁnish layups and give GW a seven-point advantage with nine minutes remaining
in the half.
Two baskets from Steeves began
a 6-0 run that gave the Colonials its
ﬁrst double-digit advantage of the
game at 32–21.
On the last possession before the
break, Steeves drove to the hoop and
banked in a one-handed buzzer-beating ﬂoater to give GW a 40–25 lead
after 20 minutes of action.
Steeves ﬁnished a righty hook on
the ﬁrst possession of the second half,
but the Owls quickly gained the momentum. Temple made a three-point
shot and two breakaway dunks to cut
the diﬀerential to 10 points with 15
minutes to play.
The Owls continued to shoot
well, but free throws from Toro and
an acrobatic layup by Mazzulla halted their run.
The two sides traded baskets and
Watanabe scored four straight points
to give GW a 57–46 lead with just less
than 10 minutes left in the game.
Temple’s runs were not enough to
slow the Colonials oﬀense. After the
game was tied at 61 apiece, Steeves
and Watanabe both sunk shots to regain the lead.
With under a minute to play,
GW’s lead was cut to two points
after Owls free throws. Bolden responded with a free throw of his
own and Temple did not ﬁnish its
ﬁnal opportunity, fouling Nolan to
end the game.
The Colonials return to action at
the Smith Center Wednesday when
they take on Princeton (2-5) at 7 p.m.

Colonials rely on individual improvements against tough opponents
MARTY FENN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Although women’s basketball
was forced to adjust roles after losing several major contributors in
the offseason, head coach Jennifer
Rizzotti still scheduled one of the
team’s toughest slates in recent
years.
Now, the Colonials are in the
midst of their non-conference action and so far they have seen moderate success despite substantial
individual growth.
GW has opened the season at
3-5 after Saturday’s loss to No. 17
South Florida, and is still trying to
establish their identity as a team.
The Bulls exposed some of
GW’s inexperience on the defensive side of the ball, exploiting
poor rotations and switches to get
easy layups at the rim. These lapses
have been particularly concerning
to Rizzotti, who said that she wants
to see her team compete harder.
“One through 10, we need to
be more determined on the defensive end with our rebounding,
so that our defensive progression
can match what we’re doing on offense,” Rizzotti said.
The Colonials fell twice in the
2017 Paradise Jam two weeks ago,
including a 12-point loss to a Syracuse team that ranks No. 25 in the
USA Coaches Poll.
GW’s schedule in the upcoming week will be challenging as the
Colonials face Mercer on the road
in Georgia before returning to the
DMV to challenge the No. 15 Maryland Terrapins in College Park, Md.
“We’re trying to measure ourselves against the best, which is
why we’re playing teams like South
Florida,” Rizzotti said. “We clearly
need to continue to work hard and
get better.”
Players said they understand
that the challenge Rizzotti has put

before them will pay dividends in
the long run.
“We don’t like losing,” junior
point guard Mei-Lyn Bautista said.
“But if this is what it takes to be
great in conference and later in the
season, then we’re going to take
that as a learning experience.”
During the difficult start to the
season, Rizzotti has utilized a number of different offensive and defensive sets – allowing some of her
young players to develop.
While Bautista and senior guard
Brianna Cummings have started
every game for GW this season,
the Colonials have used seven different starters in their lineup and
have eight players averaging over
19 minutes per game.
Freshman forward Neila Luma
has already become a crucial member of the GW frontcourt, starting
seven of eight games and averaging over seven points and seven
rebounds per contest.
Freshman guard Lexus Levy
has been a consistent contributor
to the backcourt coming off the
bench, averaging 5.6 points per
game. She has provided the Colonials with a dangerous outside
scoring threat, while holding her
own defensively.
A recent injury to the team’s
leading scorer, senior forward
Kelli Prange, has also forced Rizzotti to use nearly every player on
the roster. Players like sophomore
forward Kendall Bresee and freshman forward Chyna Latimer have
seen their touches and minutes increase.
“We don’t have a lot of depth,
so everybody’s going to play,”
Rizzotti said. “The intensity and
the determination has to be equal
among our team whether you’re a
senior who has been through it or
a junior who understands it, or a
freshman that is coming in and trying to play.”
Some of the veterans have also
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Junior guard Mei-Lyn Bautista dribbles the ball down the court during women’s
basketball’s game against South Florida Saturday.

improved their individual performances from last season. Cummings is averaging 13.0 points and
5.5 boards per game on 45.1 percent
shooting from the field. She also
has picked up over two steals per
contest.
Senior guard Camila Tapias
went from averaging 11.7 minutes
per game last season to nearly 20

minutes per game this season. She
has shot a team-high 54.2 percent
from the three-point line from the
starting two guard spot.
The Colonials haven’t been able
to translate individual improvement into team success. Opponents
are shooting nearly 44 percent from
the field against GW and out-rebounding the Colonials by about

five boards per game.
But Rizzotti said her team’s
leaders have impressed her by their
willingness to take challenges head
on and accept a certain level of
growing pains.
“They’ve come back every day
ready to get better,” Rizzotti said.
“And that’s all you can ask for as
a coach.”

